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Abstract— This paper demonstrates an energy efficient query
processing technique for wireless sensor networks which achieves
energy efficiency through centralized caching and variable fre-
quency sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

In Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), energy efficient
query processing is typically performed by in-network query
processing. In in-network query processing, a query gradually
gets resolved within the network as sensors provide their
sensed data [1] [2] [3]. However, in-network query processing
demands (i) the dissemination of detailed query information
to all sensors, and (ii) sufficient query processing power at all
sensors. These limit the application of in-network processing
to certain types of queries, such as average or maximum value
computation, only.

In this paper, we propose a WSN query processing tech-
nique that suits fairly all types of queries but does not require
the dissemination of detailed query information nor sensors’
ability to resolve a query (section III). Further, the proposed
query processing technique is shown to be more energy
efficient than the traditional query processing technique that
suits all types of queries (section IV). Possible limitation of
our query processing technique is addressed in the concluding
remarks (section V).

II. A GENERIC MULTIPURPOSE WSN ARCHITECTURE

This section defines a generic WSN architecture which is
originally documented in [4]. We restate the architecture here
for high relevance.

The top most element of the WSN is the Base Station (BS).
The BS is the ultimate storage and processor of all sensed data.
It is assumed to have sufficient energy source to ignore its
energy consumption. All other elements are powered locally
with limited energy source which may not be replenishable.

An element of the WSN that resides within the deployment
field1 is called a node. A node can be either a sensor or a
proter. A sensor is a device that can sense its vicinity. A sensor
sends its sensed data2 to the BS if queried. The sensed data is

1The deployment field is the region that is meant to be monitored by the
WSN.

2A sensed data contains information about an event’s occurrence (e.g. an
object’s presence) or specifies a variable’s value (e.g. environmental humidity).

sent as part of a data packet. All nodes including the BS can
receive and transmit data packets using wireless radio channel.

A proter, unlike a sensor, cannot sense. However, it can
have additional features such as caching, extra energy, more
processing power etc3.

How a data packet will travel from a sensor to the BS
is determined by a pre-specified data routing path. At any
round4, all data routing paths resemble a data routing tree that
is rooted at the BS and spans all active sensors and zero or
more active proters. The BS constructs sufficient data routing
trees for the WSN’s expected lifetime and disseminates them
to all nodes before the first round. The BS uses the initial
energy and location information of the nodes to construct these
trees. It also uses a sensor model and a radio model to estimate
nodes’ energy consumption due to sensing and data routing,
respectively. The expected lifetime is valid only if all sensors
are queried at every round5.

A. In Depth

1) Query: A query is a request from the BS to a sensor
to send its sensed data. There are three types of queries:
continuous, manual, and self-generated. A continuous query
specifies all or a group of sensors to send their data to the
BS for some consecutive rounds. A manual query asks one or
more sensor to send their sensed data at an arbitrary round.
In a self-generated query, a sensor itself sends its sensed data
to the BS whenever the sensed data validates some condition.

2) Data packet: A data packet has two parts: (i) preamble,
and (ii) data. The preamble contains sender-receiver authenti-
cation information. The data contains either a sensor’s sensed
data or a query or maintenance information from the BS.

3) Round: A WSN’s lifetime is divided into equal rounds.
The duration of each round is same and the activities within a

3The word ‘proter’ is a combination of processor and router.
4A round is a timeslot in the WSN’s lifetime.
5A node is active if it is not inactive. A sensor is inactive if it does not

have enough energy to sense or if it cannot send its data packet to the BS. A
proter is inactive if it has no energy. While the BS constructs the data routing
trees, if it assumes a node to be inactive after some round, it does not use
that node in constructing the data routing trees for the following rounds. In
other words, once a node is inactive it is inactive for all, unless it is for some
reason less used than expected and a new tree construction process is initiated
after the WSN’s expected lifetime.



round are similar. At the beginning of a round, all active nodes
turn on their radios and wait a fixed amount of time to receive
any packet from the BS. If received, the packet will contain
a query or maintenance information. Next, all active sensors
send their previous round’s sensed data to the BS. This is the
time when all in-network data routing occurs according to the
data routing tree preset for the corresponding round. After that,
all nodes turn off their radios and the proters transition to their
low power state. This is the time when sensors’ starts sensing.
The sensors also transition to their low energy state once they
finish sensing. All nodes remain in their low power state until
the next round begins.

4) Nodes’ Location: The BS requires all nodes’ location
information to build the data routing trees. Therefore, when-
ever a node is deployed in the WSN, an entry must be added
at the BS describing the node’s authentication and location
information. The easiest way of locating a node is to locate
it relative to another node whose location is known. We
will assume all nodes including the BS remain in one place
throughout the WSN’s expected lifetime.

5) Constructing a Data Routing Tree: The BS constructs
the data routing trees that minimize all active sensors’ total
energy consumption at every round. The trees also ensure that
sensed data from all active sensors are received by the BS at
every round.

III. ENERGY EFFICIENT QUERY PROCESSING IN

WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK

A. Level 1: The Query

A WSN is queried indirectly by querying the BS. When the
BS is queried, first, the data required to solve the query are
collected, and then the query is solved and answered. In this
paper, we focus on the first step. This step is very important
for energy efficient WSNs because this is the only step when
the sensors actually consume energy.

B. Level 2: Getting Query Domain

To solve a WSN query, a set of sensors’ latest sensed data
must be retrieved. This set of sensors is called the query
domain. In a high level query language, a query domain can
be specified by a macro, such as SOUTHERN REGION,
SECOND FLOOR, or ALL SENSORS. These macros then
map to pre-specified sets of sensors.

C. Level 3: Determining Which Sensors to Query

Not all sensors in the query domain are physically queried.
The BS first attempts to retrieve data from its cache. Only
if a cached data corresponding to some sensor has accuracy
less than the minimum desired accuracy6, that sensor is
physically queried. Our proposed cache architecture and cache
management procedure are described next.

6Each query specify its minimum desired accuracy. If it does not then a
default minimum desired accuracy is used.

1) Cache Architecture: The BS stores s Cached Data Ele-
ment (CDE) corresponding to s sensors, assuming there are s
total sensors in the WSN. Each CDEi has four sub-elements:
CDEi,1 to CDEi,4. These sub-elements’ interpretations are
as follows:

• CDEi,1 contains the i-th sensor’s last cached sensed data.
• CDEi,2 specifies the i-th sensor’s minimum gap between

two consecutive sensing. This gap is measured in terms
of rounds.

• CDEi,3 specifies the number of rounds left until the i-th
sensor’s next earliest sensing. This parameter can have
negative value.

• CDEi,4 is the current accuracy of the information stored
in CDEi,1 to CDEi,3. CDEi,4 contains a value between
0 and 1 inclusive. If CDEi,4 = 1, CDEi,1 to CDEi,3 are
expected to be absolutely accurate, whereas if CDEi,4 =
0, the accuracy of CDEi,1 to CDEi,3 is completely
undeterminable.

2) Cache Management: A CDE is considered invalid if it
is never assigned a value. A CDE is valid if it is not invalid.

Whenever a sensor is physically queried, it sends three of
its Sensor Data Elements (SDE): SDEi,1 to SDEi,3 (SDE
will be formally defined later in section III-D). The CDEi,1

to CDEi,3 at the BS are then updated by the sent SDEi,1 to
SDEi,3, respectively. Also, CDEi,4 is set to 1.

CDEi,4 is updated every round using equation 2 and 3.
CDEi,3 is updated every round using equation 1. At any
round, CDEi,3 is updated first before updating CDEi,4.

CDEi,3 = CDEi,3 − 1; (1)

CDEi,4 = 1, CDEi,3 ≥ 0 (2)

CDEi,4 =
CDEi,2

CDEi,2 − CDEi,3
, CDEi,3 < 0 (3)

3) Level 4: Querying Selected Sensors: Next, the BS broad-
casts a query7 asking the selected sensors to sense and send
their sensed data to the BS8. A sensor is selected whenever
it is in the query domain and its CDE is either invalid or has
less than minimum desired accuracy.

D. Level 5: Queried Sensors Replying

All queried sensors sense and update their SDEi,1 to
SDEi,4 in the querying round and reply in the following
round. The semantics of SDEi,1 to SDEi,4 are as follows:

• SDEi,1 contains the sensor’s latest sensed data.
• SDEi,2 specifies the sensor’s current minimum gap be-

tween two consecutive sensing. The gap is measured in
terms of rounds. SDEi,2 must be greater than or equal
to 1.

7This query has no relation with the query in level 1. This is simply a
request to to sense and send sensed data.

8The signal must be a broadcast because all sensors need to synchronize
their preset data routing trees. The selected sensors are specified using an s
bit long bit string.



• SDEi,3 specifies the number of rounds left until the
sensor’s next earliest sensing. This parameter can have
negative value.

• SDEi,4 is a local data change counter. It holds value
between MinChange and MaxChange inclusive.

The pseudocodes of how a sensor updates its SDEs are
shown in figure 1. In brief, a sensor increases its sensing
frequency by decreasing SDEi,2 when it finds its locality
too dynamic. It decreases its sensing frequency by increasing
SDEi,2 when it finds its locality more stable. This dynamic
sensing frequency adjustment scheme is similar to the one
described in [5]. However, the overall SDE management
process is still different because, unlike [5], it suits all kinds
of queries.

Data variables maintained by each sensor:

SDE_1

SDE_2 // initial value 1

SDE_3 // initial value 0

SDE_4 // initial value 0

Procedure executed by each active sensor at every round:

execute_every_round(MaxChange, MinChange) {

SDE_3 := SDE_3 - 1

if(is_queried and is_part_of_next_unused_data_routing_tree and

SDE_3 <= 0) {

new_sensed_data := sense()

new_change := get_change(SDE_1, new_sensed_data)

if(SDE_4 and new_change have opposite sign)

SDE_4 := 0

SDE_4 := SDE_4 + new_change

if(SDE_4 > MaxChange) {

SDE_4 := 0

if(SDE_2 > 1)

SDE_2 := SDE_2 - 1

}

else if(SDE_4 < MinChange) {

SDE_4 := 0

SDE_2 := SDE_2 + 1

}

SDE_3 := SDE_2

SDE_1 := new_sensed_data

if(new_change != 0) // if sensed data has changed

Send SDE_1, SDE_2, and SDE_3 to the BS using the next

unused data routing tree.

}

}

Fig. 1. Sensor Data Element (SDE) management.

Once SDEs are updated, a queried sensor routes its data
packet (containing SDEi,1 to SDEi,3) to the BS in the
following round. Since all sensors know about the query,
they use the next unused preset data routing tree to route the
selected sensors’ data.

As mentioned, the BS constructs and disseminates the data
routing trees before the first round. The trees are constructed
using all nodes’ location and energy information with the
assumption that at every round all active sensors will send
their sensed data to the BS. However, since a node may not
be queried and therefore may not be used at some round,
nodes’ actual energy consumption could be less than expected.
Therefore, the BS must construct new data routing trees after

the WSN’s expected lifetime with the still active nodes.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We simulated our proposed query processing technique and
compared its performance with traditional query processing
technique which does not use CDE or SDE. Let’s call this
traditional query processing technique a Plain Query Process-
ing (PQP). Now call our query processing technique a CDE
and SDE based Query Processing (CSQP). The basic setup of
the simulation that compares PQP and CSQP is documented
in table I. Aditionally, we used a data routing Tree GENaretor
(TGEN) and a Query GENerator (QGEN).

The TGEN generates a list of data routing trees that route
a data packet from every active sensor at each round until
all sensors are inactive. The generated trees also minimize
the total energy consumption of all sensors at every round.
The TGEN can be found in [4]. Since the TGEN is meant to
work with variable energy proters, we deployed such nodes
according to [4].

The QGEN generates a query at every round with 50%
probability. In other words, all rounds have equal prob-
ability of having or not having a query. When there
is a query in a round, the query specifies a query
domain. The specified query domain could be one of
ALL-SENSORS, TOP-LEFT-QUARTER, BOTTOM-LEFT-
QUARTER, TOP-RIGHT-QUARTER, and BOTTOM-RIGHT-
QUARTER. ALL-SENSORS contains all deployed sensors,
whereas each QUARTER contains ≈25% of all sensors with-
out overlapping.

During simulation, once the query domain was known, PQP
physically queried all sensors in that domain. These queried
sensors then sensed some data. They sent these sensed data
in the following round using the next unused data routing
tree. CSQP, on the other hand, queried sensors selectively. The
selection was performed according to the method described in
section III-C.

In our simulation, the sense() function (see figure 1) re-
turned a random floating point number between 0 and 1
inclusive. The get change() function on the other hand worked
as defined in figure 2. The overall SDE management scheme
can be described in terms of a temperature monitoring WSN
as:

• A sensor’s sensed temperature is random at any round.
• A sensor does not consider adjusting sensing frequency

as long as the measured temperature does not differ from
the previous measured temperature with a certain degree.

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show our simulation results. As expected,
figure 3 shows that PQP achieves better query result accuracy
than CSQP. However, if that figure is compared with figure
4 then it is clear that CSQP achieves far better accuracy
compared to the number of sensors it actually queries. This
benefit is further evident in the WSN’s lifetime graph. As
figure 5 shows, CSQP gives a significantly longer WSN
lifetime than PQP. Finally, in figure 5 the WSN seems to
have no active sensors in some rounds but then a lot of active
sensors in the following rounds (similar patterns exist in other



TABLE I

SIMULATION SETUP

Parameter Value/Comment
sensor model A sensor consumes 0.0005 joule to sense in a round
radio model as of [6] and [7]: a node consumes enough energy

to keep the recipient node in the connected
region so that packet drop probability ≈ 0.

simulation tools Maple 10, Java Development Kit (JDK
1.5.0).

network shape rectangular
network width 50 meters
network height 50 meters
BS location (-25 meters, +5 meters)
# sensors 200
# proters 25
random location generator pseudo random number generator: JDK

java.util.Random.nextDouble()). seeds: 53 (x-axis)
and 7727 (y-axis).

common maximum transmission range(r) 14.2 meters
sensors’common initial energy 1 joule
Data packet size 1000 bits
Initialization overhead Each Node will receive an initialization
(each time TGEN generates packet of size not more than 8.8 kilobytes.
new data routing trees)

Fig. 3. Query result accuracy plotted against query number.

Fig. 4. Physically queried sensor counts plotted against query number.

figures). These are actually the time when TGEN (at the BS)
generates new data routing trees for the still active sensors. If
CSQP did not save sensors’ energy the way it did, then these

expected inactive but really active sensors could have been
really inactive.



Fig. 5. Active sensor counts plotted against round number.

get_change(last_sensed_data, new_sensed_data) {

return (new_sensed_data - last_sensed_data) / 0.1

}

Fig. 2. The get change function that was used in the simulation.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Even though we claim our query processing technique is
suitable for all types of queries, it might not be suitable for
self-generated queries without any modification9. In fact, we
designed our query processing technique primarily with the
goal of supporting continuous and manual queries. Therefore,
integration of self-generated queries can be considered as a
next step toward improving our proposed query processing
technique.
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